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Materials are mischievously playful. In
October, silicon loyalists like the Belgium-
based IMEC research laboratory, which
now concede compound inevitability in
pondering  the routes towards post-CMOS
development, will  have noted, yet again
that silicon does not give up easily.
At Cornell University researchers have
developed  a silicon light switch  that
allows one low-powered beam of light to
switch another on and off, on silicon, key
component for future ‘photonic’ microcir-
cuits.  And the other silicon first has been
that of UCLA’s research demonstrating
the reputedly  impossible - a silicon
Raman laser which exhibits ‘nearly ideal
characteristics and is already producing
pulsed radiation with a very high peak
power of 1W.’
Compound, secure in its light strength -
where the ubiquitous LED has even now
made it onto the end of the bullet,  to
shine out as tracer, unseen by its target -
may yet have to focus its best shot on 
living symbiotically with a material and its
technologies that refuses to give up. 
As Rupert Goodwins puts it, in a thought-
ful editorial “The dynamics of the market
make it almost impossible to unseat a suc-
cessful incumbent just by doing the same
thing better.  An established technology -
even one with many flaws - has enormous
momentum. 
“Several fortunes have already been made
by those that own the technology, and you
can bet a Segway to a SUV that they'll be
ready to spend several more to keep
things that way.  
“Then there’s the experience behind that
success: is it really true, as Intel likes to
think, that plain old silicon can conquer
optoelectronics, microwave engineering
and nanotechnology? 
“Perhaps, perhaps not, but that com-
pany's done so many impossible things
with silicon in the past, that sheer force of
will should see it through.  What chance
for exotica with the potential for more, like
gallium arsenide?” 
All of which raises some really interesting
thoughts about emerging nanomaterials,
daily showing extraordinary aptitudes,
forcing the rethink of what to do and how
to manufacture.  Nanomaterials are
riotously unpredictable seen against the
backdrop of stalwart bulk materials. 
In his look into the Europe’s R&D 
nanotechnology ‘goldfish’ bowl (page 40)
Prof Adarsh Sandhu notes a determination
not to duplicate research effort, as against
Japan’s  philosophy that similar work with
different researchers, gives  the best 
possibility for the most discoveries. 
As materials are becoming more playfully 
contradictory, researchers in all their 
diversity, are being called on to be a  
thousandfold more ingenious and 
productive for enabling technology.
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